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Equal Employment
Opportunity Policy:

It is the policy of Nelson Tree Service, LLC,
and its management to work continually toward
improving recruitment, employment, development
and promotional opportunities for minority
group members and women.
It is the Company’s intent to provide equal
opportunity to all areas of its employment
practices and to ensure that there be no
discrimination against any applicant or
employee on the grounds of race, color,
religion, sex, age, disability, national origin,
veteran status, marital status or sexual orientation.
This policy extends to recruiting and hiring,
to working conditions, training programs,
use of Company facilities, and all other terms,
conditions and privileges of employment.
As a field employee, complaints may be made
to your immediate supervisor (general foreperson,
supervisor), or regional manager. As an employee,
complaints may be made to your immediate
supervisor, department manager or the Executive
Director of Administration. If you cannot report to
your supervisor or manager, or if a complaint you
have made has not been promptly addressed,
you should call the Executive Director of
Administration at 1-800-522-4311.
Management will continue to be guided and
motivated by this policy, and with the cooperation
of all employees, will actively pursue the related
goals of equal and affirmative action throughout
the Company.

FROM THE PRESIDENT

JEFF JONES, PRESIDENT
3300 Office Park Drive
Dayton, Ohio 45439

POSITIONING
The real estate industry has a saying when it comes to what’s
important about a property: location, location, location. In baseball,
the defensive shift of fielders is being used more and more, and
football has long used various defenses to better protect against
the offense scoring.
In many ways, our business is similar. Whether it is properly
positioning an aerial lift truck for a job, setting up effective traffic
control, feeding a chipper from the curb side, or keeping an
adequate and clear drop zone, how we position our body and our
equipment is critical to our safety program.
One very specific example deals with power saw safety. Make no mistake, power saws
represent a significant risk if not used properly. Saws have any number of safety features,
but most are rendered ineffective if the saw is not properly used and, like many things in
life, when someone uses a chain saw frequently, a certain complacency can take place.
A key to proper saw usage is proper body positioning. These principles apply whether
operating the saw on the ground, while climbing aloft, or even from a bucket truck.
An overwhelming majority of power saw safety incidents have a root cause that includes
poor body positioning. Factors such as fatigue, poor planning, and limited visibility all
contribute to this poor positioning. In the end, however, it is up to every individual, and his
or her crew members, to self-check and peer-check that proper positioning is being used
EVERY time a power saw is being used.
Take a few minutes to review proper chain saw usage (lesson number 3.4 in our Safety
Training Manual) during your next job briefing. Make sure all crew members fully understand
how to use a chain saw and what to look for when watching a co-worker using one. Then,
and this is the most important part, make sure you and your co-workers are adhering
to these policies EVERY time a power saw is being used. Self-correcting or taking a few
seconds to stop and correct a co-worker may prevent a life-altering injury.

Jeff Jones
President
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Safety Smart Award
Program Upgrade
Nelson Tree Service is REVISING the Safety Smart Program!
Starting October 1st, 2018, the Safety Smart Program will
be changed to the below format:
• Employee ID numbers will be inserted into the weekly
safety meeting distribution.
• Your employee ID number is on the back of your NTS
photo ID badge.
• The safety meeting is a recurring weekly activity. Your GF
will review its contents, and then call out the four different
employee ID numbers.
• When you hear, see or read your employee ID number
in the safety meeting distribution, there will be a phone
number at the bottom of the form.
• Call this phone number and tell the person answering the
phone that you are a Safety Smart winner and give them
your name, phone number and Safety Smart answer

Safety Day
On May 2nd, 2018, Nelson Tree Service (NTS) partnered
with our customer, the American Transmission Company
(ATC), in conducting the 3rd annual Safety Day event.
The all-day event started with a safety message from
our own President Jeff Jones that was geared toward the
critical components of communication. Then everyone
was broken up into groups to attend the various sessions
being covered by several presenters. RSS Ben Earley
covered EHAP training in the safety trailer, while Safety
Director Michael Colantuono discussed Induced Voltage,
and Supervisor Ryan Bondy engaged his group in Chainsaw
Safety. After lunch the entire group participated in a DOT
compliance and safety discussion with Joseph Stephens
of the Wisconsin State Patrol. The last topic of the day
was a co-discussion with ATC and NTS on time pressures
in the workplace. Many folks, from management staff to
field employees, openly discussed various forms of time
pressure. The group effort to address this type of human
error trap was one of many successful steps taken that day
to make our workforce in WI safer in several different ways.
The feedback from ATC and our NTS employees was greatly
appreciated once again this year. Seeing everyone take
a unified front in developing a high-level safety culture is
exciting to be a part of and see take place.
A very special thanks to ATC, who invests a lot in making
this day happen, and for being a unique customer who
values safety at the highest level.
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• A maximum of four (4) weekly winners will win the $50.
We encourage employees to read and learn safety principles
through its weekly tailgate topics. Safety Smart questions
have been awarded weekly for the past several years.
Many have participated, and we ask that you continue to
participate in this program and the comprehensive Nelson
Tree Service safety culture. To continue your participation
in the Safety Smart Award, simply pay attention and
understand the weekly Tailgate Safety Meeting with your
crew. Pay close attention to the information being covered.
This is the key to winning!

Congratulations to our Safety Smart
winners from the past six months!
Joseph Welling

Luis Moquete
De Los Santos

Joshua Thomsen

James Ayers, Jr.

Justo Abrahantes
Perez

Daniel Rogers

James Evans

Cody Fortmann

Manuel Chacon

Jamie Hughes

Eric Sies

Nicholas Merrill

Alexander White

James Rakers

Gary Calhoun

Reynaldo Chacon

Brian Smith

Fabian Rodriguez

Robert Clenin

Dakota Sweitzer

Juan Villalta

Jose Orellana

Jerome Zimmer III

Jacques Formera

David Byrd
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Nelson Tree Service Employee
Receives Life Saving Award

Photo ID (From left): GF - Floyd Storm, RSS - Ben Earley,
Award Recipient - Kevin Coatney, Supervisor - Tamron Fernandez,
Ameren Forester - Brian Stoops

A NTS Employee receives the “Honor Roll” Award
from Coyne First Aid. The Honor Roll designation is a
“Life Saving Award,” and it is presented to the trained
individual who, by their actions, saved the life of an
ill or injured person.
Kevin Coatney of Region 468 received the Life Saving
Award when he and his crew members heard a person
shouting for help. The work crew was nearby and ran to
the house where the shouting was coming from, to find out
what was happening. The fast responses by Kevin and the
crew, along with rapid EMS response, saved the man’s life.
Nelson employees always go above and beyond to ensure
that our customers and the property owners are satisfied
with the outcome of our services, and these actions go
above and beyond the normal course of duties. The quick
actions and decisions related to the welfare of another
person demonstrate our commitment to the communities
we work in. Please join us in congratulating Kevin and his
crew on their quick and efficient actions and on earning
this Life Saving Award.

The fast responses by Kevin
and the crew, along with
rapid EMS response,
saved the man’s life.

Nelson Safety Surveys
Nelson Tree Service began
integrating employee safety
surveys three years ago. The
safety survey is an employee
engagement and empowerment
tool. This survey also provides
anonymity (anonymous replies)
to provide a conduit to let
upper management know about
Michael Colantuono, CHST
concerns, issues, necessary
Asst. Safety Director
improvement and where we
achieve success. Suggestions, feedback, comments
and recommendations are always welcome, so please
provide your comments on what we do well and where we
can improve. Some of these comments will be shared at
the end of this article. The next Safety Survey will be in
January or February of 2019.
The goal is to conduct two safety surveys per year. While
we have not met that goal in prior years, we expect
to meet that goal this year and next year. The primary
purpose of this project is to benchmark employee safety
awareness, which is calculated from results obtained
by the survey questions. The “Safety Awareness Index”
score is broken down into three parts:
• Employee Safety Knowledge -- safety rules, procedures
and process, knowing the limits that cannot be exceeded
• Situational Awareness -- awareness of unsafe acts or
conditions, that “gut feeling” or sense that something is
wrong and the task should be halted, seeing the at-risk
situation and changing or correcting it
• Safety Consciousness -- awareness of Safety Culture,
being your brother’s keeper, Company support for safety

The goal is for NTS to progressively improve upon each
of these scores. Significant increases in the scores over
a short time period means the work group could be at
risk. Steady progression is the best path. The graph on
the following page shows the progression of the last five
surveys over the prior three years. The score began at 68
and has increased to 75. This Safety Awareness Index
shows improvement for each survey. A score of 85 is a
best-in-class rating.
The most recent survey conducted last month shows
our score increasing to 78! We are getting closer to that
best-in-class score of 85.
When you participate and provide responses to the
survey, you have the ability to share your industry and
safety knowledge and have an impact on this score.
Whether you are a 20+ year industry veteran or a new
employee, your input counts! [continued]
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Nelson Tree Service, LLC
Wave Over Wave
Overall Safety Awareness Index
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Have you ever had the immediate reaction to just shout
“STOP” because you knew something wasn’t right? Maybe
it was a child reaching a hand out to a dog, your co-worker
about to step in a hole, or while driving, you took two extra
seconds before stepping on the accelerator, and then in
the exact location where you and your vehicle would have
been, there was a car running a red light and you would
have been struck by that vehicle.
These are several examples and descriptions of a gut
feeling. Many people may also use any of the following
words to describe this gut feeling, such as intuition, a
hunch, natural instinct, a premonition or a funny feeling.
This can also be described as a sense of knowing before
we consciously know.

60
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Can you think of some of the NTS initiatives or activities
that may be associated with the gut feeling?

The only way NTS can improve is with your honest response
to the survey questions. These responses are assembled
at the region level, so your input is truly anonymous and
is applicable to the NTS region where you work. Each
region manager reviews the data sets of information and
shares this information with the supervisors in the area
so they can develop specific initiatives to improve our
safety culture.

A few that come to mind are the Decision Driving Principles
of ESSPT and the Critical Observer procedure. Each of
these is designed to involve an extra set of eyes and ears
in the task at hand. (Have you heard the old saying, “two
heads are better than one?”) Each of these processes was
initiated to reduce incidents and injuries. They appear to
have also helped the gut feeling score increase by a couple
of points.

For example, the very first wave had a score of 68, which is
quite good for an entry-level score, but two areas received
lower scores than the other categories. These two specific
areas applied to every NTS region, so the management
team knew we had an issue and had to put in place a
corrective action. Both of these categories had scores
below 60.

During the month of August, your GF was tasked with
practicing the skills in stopping an unsafe work task. The
GF, RSS or Supervisor may not have put on a vest when
entering the work site, or may have started to walk into
the drop zone or attempted to approach within 10 feet of
a saw operator. These are actions that must be corrected
to prevent an injury or incident. While these actions were
very easy to identify, we must also listen to that gut feeling.
Our experience may tell us something isn’t right, such as
a person walking into the drop zone, or we may say, “that
doesn’t look right,” “that doesn’t feel right,” or “something
is different.” All these situational awareness indicators
signify one thing: STOP the activity. Then employ STAR:
Stop Think Act Review.

The first area needing improvement was instrument and
equipment knowledge, the knowledge of your tools, trucks
and aerial lifts. NTS required the RSS and trainers to place
more emphasis and focus on training when discussing
equipment usage, climbing gear usage, bucket truck usage,
and the proper operating procedures for each piece of
equipment. This was a six-month-long effort and the score
improved from 57 to 81 in that timeframe.
The second low score was a term called “gut feeling.”
NTS management has had many discussions on how to
develop this gut feeling. While we have not yet found the
solution to improve this score, we have seen some small
increases. You may be very aware of some initiatives we
have implemented to improve the gut feeling, but before we
share those initiatives, let’s discuss what a gut feeling is.
Have you ever been in a situation where something didn’t
feel right? Maybe a rush of adrenaline, a funny feeling in
your stomach (like butterflies in your stomach), the feeling
of a heavy weight on your body, the hair on your arms or
on the back of your neck stands up, or maybe you were
thinking, “What’s wrong here?” Each of these personal
feelings is what can be described as a gut feeling.
6
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We will be researching and identifying other activities or
learning processes that will help develop the awareness
of the gut feeling. We have learned many times that the
best ideas come from our employees, so please share your
suggestions with your RSS or GF and send those ideas to
the Safety Director.
The next page provides comments received from the last
survey. Many of these suggestions have been implemented
in the region that provided the comments. If you see your
comment below, please let your co-workers know that your
feedback was received by upper management.

FOCUS ON SAFETY

Critical Observer program comments:
To help trimmer to see potential hazards that
they may have not seen. (Another set of eyes.)
Ensure that the trimmer is following all critical
tasks and abiding by all safety rules set by Nelson.
Observe and communicate verbally and visually.
Observe proximity of conductors.
Keep others out of drop zone.
Stop work before something goes wrong.
Have communication between trimmer and groundman.
Use proper communication with the
trimmer to ensure everything is done safely.
An extra pair of eyes to identify hazards the trimmer is
unable to see, a second opinion on the trimmer's next move.
Eyes.......more sets of eyes see more dangers.
Someone is present during critical steps such as change of
tie in points or removing limbs that could contact the wires.

The walkie talkies so we can communicate better for
others who have bad communication with the crew.
More inspection on equipment, making sure all at
operational conditions.
Instead of having drop zone flags, each GF/crew should be
given a smaller set of green cones that have spray painted
“DROP ZONE” on them.
Yes, I have an issue with the safety of the climbing gear
Nelson provides. I feel it is unsafe and just basic gear that is
cheap and unsafe.
The drop zone markers are very little and do not get the
attention of homeowners and I think they should be a bigger,
taller marker instead of a little disk.
I think good and only getting better.
Thanks for doing these surveys. I think it shows the desire
to keep my co-workers and myself safe.
GF takes concerns from crews more seriously.
No final thoughts. Really happy with the use of critical observers.
I think safety in my area has been, and remains, a top priority.

Sometimes in a bucket you can’t see how close your lower
boom is to the primaries. But an observer can assist.

I do feel very safe most work days. I like that if I feel unsafe I
can tell my co-workers and we can discuss any and all concerns.

We are human. Man is fallible, no matter how much experience
you have.

Out of the three tree companies I have worked for Nelson
has been the safest.

Four eyes are better than two.
Make sure job goes as planned.

I feel that a better, more in-depth First Aid and CPR training
would be beneficial. The current training was brief, unorganized,
and in my opinion worthless to most employees.

Decrease the accidents.

There should be more hands-on training.

Increase safety, be more alert.

The safety here at Nelson is above any other tree service
I have worked for and it shows.

Final Thoughts on Safety:

It makes me feel safe.

Safety is probably pushed at Nelsons more than anything.

The safety classes are very good.

Just that they should make sure that new climbers are
ready to trim not taking short cuts, don’t want to see
anyone get hurt. Thank you. I think Nelsons safety is above
and beyond what is expected by other tree companies.
Having strobe light stands for traffic cones and for road signs.
Personal strobe lights for crew members who are around
or working with aerial devices and or the marker poles to
identify the danger and fall zones ... more options to have
high visible work pants or gear while working around the road.
Wide brim hardhats for all. Skin cancer.
Storm work lights so that we have better lighting at night.
A more thorough CPR and First Aid training program.
All my years working for Nelson I have watched the safety grow
in a big way. It is just hard to remember all the rules.
Safe work is good, but these things do slow production.

There have been many improvements based on these
survey comments. Some of the initiatives in progress
are below and you will see many of these improvements
already in effect. Other initiatives are in progress and
you will see improvements to our safety program.
1 The company is revising the First Aid and CPR training.
2 Short training videos are being developed for field training.
3 Walkie Talkies are being provided with the specialized
equipment and flagging crews.
4 Critical Observer is effective in all areas.
5 Drop Zone cones have been selected by each region.
Some use cones, some use 3-foot-tall poles, and others
use ribbon or flags. Any option works. Make sure the
zone is marked.

Select a specific person to verify that all work tasks are carried
out and following the safety guidelines.
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Nelson Tree Service has seen a noticeable decrease in
distracted driving incidents over the past three years.
Several activities have helped reduce the number of
incidents. CellControl, Safety First and Decision Driving
are activities that are mandatory compliance items for
operators of company vehicles. These activities are
reducing the vehicle incident rates, and this data is
trending below the national average. We can assume that
NTS drivers are becoming more situationally aware of their
vehicle and the vehicles nearby, and the driving principles
are working to reduce the vehicle incident trend. While this
trend is improving, our overall vehicle accidents have not
decreased. The chart below provides the numerical data.

Vehicle Incidents

Distracted Driving Statistics
Distracted Driving is an everyday concern. Driving is the
most hazardous activity our employees perform. Tree trimming
work is dangerous and life threatening, but due to the driving
time each person performs, driving poses a higher risk. A
portion of this risk is due to distracted driving, but distracted
driving is the easiest crash statistic to prevent. Simply pay
attention to driving and leave the eating, texting, phone
calls and sightseeing for a time when you are not operating
a vehicle.
Some meaningful statistics on Distracted Driving are
provided below:
• Total driving-related fatalities in 2016: 37,461
• Distracted Driving fatalities in 2016: 3,450 (10%
of all crashes)
• More than 50% of vehicle crashes in the
US involve cell phones.
The three most common distractions are:
• Moving your hands from the wheel to another location
(changing a radio station, picking up a water bottle, picking
up a dropped item). These are called Manual Distractions.

Year

Jan 1 to
July 24

Distracted
Driving
Incidents

Percentage
Distracted

2016

30

16

53.3%

2017

41

11

26.8%

2018

34

7

20.5%

This data seems positive, but 30 or more at-risk incidents
where an employee can be injured or severely hurt is far
too many. The vehicle rate for a NTS driver rear ending
another vehicle has reduced. However, the NTS vehicles are
being struck by other vehicles at an alarming increase (30%
increase). The NTS vehicle operator may not be positioning
the vehicle in the proper lane or parking location to avoid
collisions. Because of this high increase in our vehicles
being struck, a brief review of the Decision Driving element
is provided.
The Decision Driving Principles will help each driver to
avoid collisions, including improved decision-making
when operating a vehicle.
The Decision Driving Principles are ESSPT:

• Your eyes move their focus to another object away from
the road (focusing on a roadside object, looking at your
passenger(s), looking at another driver, looking at an at-risk
activity). These are called Visual Distractions.

• Expand your look-ahead capacity.

• The operator allows their mind to wander to thoughts other
than driving (thinking about vacation, weekend activities, a
dispute with a co-worker or spouse, a phone conversation,
or listening to a radio or talk show). These are called
Cognitive Distractions.

• Plan an escape route.

• Signal your intentions early.
• Size up the scene.
• Take decisive action.

Simply pay attention to driving and leave the eating, texting, phone
calls and sightseeing for a time when you are not operating a vehicle.
8
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Driving affects our employees and their families. Each
employee is encouraged to share this information with
the drivers in their family. Some additional data is provided
to help each person make the choice to not text or call
while driving.
• People are as impaired when they drive and talk on a cell
phone as they are when they drive intoxicated at the legal
blood-alcohol limit of 0.08%.
• The chance of being in a crash increases 23 times when
you are texting.
• Teen drivers have a 400% higher chance of being in a
crash while texting and driving compared to adults.
• Sending or reading a text message takes your eyes off
the road for about 4.5 seconds, or the same amount of

time it takes to insert a key into the ignition and start
the car (unless you have push-button start). To state
this differently, you will travel the length of a football
field (end zone to end zone, or 360 feet) when driving
55 mph. At 70 mph, you will have traveled more
than 500 feet.
• When you decide to pick up something such as a water
bottle, phone or other item, you typically lose focus on
the road for 1 to 2 seconds.
• If you decide to grab your phone and read a text or
email, the minimum distraction time is 5 seconds or
more each time you do this. Imagine driving the length
of a football field with your eyes closed! Would you
exhibit this behavior while driving?

Wildfire Tracking

In 2017, two firestorms occurred. One took place in October in Northern California,
and the other in December in Southern California. Both of these wildfires made
national news. The electric utility companies had 75% of their service areas
characterized as red flag fire conditions.

The October fire caused:

The December fire caused:

• 44 fatalities
• 90,000 people to evacuate their homes
• 9,000 homes to be destroyed
• More than 20,000 people to
become homeless
• Billions of dollars in damage

• 2 fatalities
• 230,000 people to evacuate their homes
• 1,192 homes to be destroyed
• 364 buildings to be damaged
• Billions of dollars in damage

Wildfires are extremely dangerous and common in every state, whether they are
started by lightning, a broken power line, or caused by a human.
It will probably not come as a surprise to many, but the number of acres burned
in the United States in 2017 came close to breaking a record. The acres burned
(9,781,062) in the 50 states was the second highest since reliable records have
been kept. That is 49% higher than the average over the last 10 years. Even as the
trend line for the acres burned has increased dramatically since 1990, the total
number of fires has been slowly decreasing. In 2017, 66,131 fires were reported,
which was 4% lower than the 10-year average.
Sometimes, fires occur naturally, ignited by heat from the sun or a lightning strike.
However, most wildfires are the result of human carelessness. Causes include arson,
campfires, discarding lit cigarettes, not burning debris properly or playing
with matches or fireworks.
On average, more than 100,000 wildfires, also called wildland fires or forest fires,
clear 4 million to 5 million acres (1.6 million to 2 million hectares) of land in the US
every year. In recent years, wildfires have burned up to 9 million acres (3.6 million
hectares) of land.

We're keeping track.
Nelson Tree Service has developed a
wildfire tracking document. This document
will help us capture data and information
specific to fires in the areas where we
work. This information is obtained from
these sources:
• Foreman or GF notifying RSS of fire
in the area. (If the fire is on your right
of way or 15 miles away, call your
Supervisor and RSS.)
• Government and private websites.
• The nightly news.
This information is compiled and
distributed to the NTS Region Managers
and Risk Managers for recordkeeping.
Supervisors will also share this
information with other cells in the area,
so everyone is aware of a fire in the area,
where it is located, and to stay out of the
way of fire trucks and emergency vehicles.
Any information you become aware
of about wildfires near your work area
should always be reported to your GF and
then reported to the Supervisor and RSS.
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field is an important part of proper layering. This means
wearing layers that can unzip or unsnap to help regulate
your temperature quickly. If it is hard to modify your layering
on the spot, the tendency is to just keep working and
“suck it up” for the rest of the day. With a sufficient layering
system, you will remain more comfortable, more level
headed and less susceptible to injury and temperaturerelated hazards when out in the field. So the next time
you gear up for the cold, remember the Onion!

BASE LAYER
• Worn directly next to your skin

Dress Like an Onion!
Be prepared for any weather when you dress
in smart layers.
As cold weather approaches, people often ask us, “How
should my crews dress to stay warm?” The simplest answer
is, “Dress like an onion.” That means think in terms of
layers. An onion has many layers, and so should anyone
who is working outdoors in cold temperatures. Three layers
is optimal: a base layer, a mid-layer and an outer layer.
Sometimes one layer can perform multiple duties, but
during cold weather it is best to have these three addressed
before you head out for work. The base layer is the next-toskin layer. This is the layer that keeps your skin warm but
also should transfer moisture to other, outer layers as you
sweat. Therefore, base layers that wick are the best. These
layers are often made of thin merino wool, polypropylene or
unique blends that perform well together. They can be thin,
long underwear or simple performance tees, as long as they
move moisture away from the body.
The next layer, or mid-layer, should be your insulation
layer. This is where the heat resides. Think of an R-value
on insulation for your home. You want something with an
R-value that measures up to the coldest weather you may
face that time of year. For some, this layer might be a fleece
pullover, a sweatshirt or even a wool sweater. Again, fabrics
that wick moisture away from your body are best. There are
many great insulating textiles; some are light and thin and
easy to move in, and some are heavy and bulky but provide
serious warmth. Lastly, everyone needs a protective shell
or outer layer whose main purpose is to keep out the wind,
rain and snow.
Outer layers can be anything that keeps inner layers dry and
breaks the wind, such as jackets, parkas, rain gear, snow
suits, etc. The ability to easily modify your layering in the
10 Nelson Tree Service, LLC

• Purpose is to keep skin warm
while tranferring moisture away
from you to the other layers
• Fabrics that wick are best
• Options include thin, long underwear or performance
tees, as long as they move moisture AWAY from
your body
• Often made of thin, merino wool, polypropylene and
other fabric blends that perform well in combination

MID-LAYER
• This is your insulation layer,
where the heat resides
• This layer also wicks moisture
away from your body
• Can be a fleece pullover, a
sweatshirt or wool sweater, as long as
the fabric wicks moisture
• Often made of thin, lightweight insulating textiles
that are easy to maneuver in, or more heavy, bulky
fabrics that provide serious warmth

OUTER LAYER
• Serves as a protective shell
• Main purpose is to keep
out the elements
• Can be a jacket, parka,
rain gear, snow suit, etc.,
as long as it keeps the inner layers dry

Nelson Tree Service has partnered with
Arborwear to offer the complete line of
Arborwear merchandise for ordering anytime!
From boots to beanies, this site has all the
quality Arborwear items, including a link
for dress shirts and office apparel.

To use the website:
• In a search engine or in your address bar,
type the following: nelson.arborwear.com.
You will know you are at the correct site if
you see the Arborwear logo and Nelson
logo displayed on the same page.
• Login using the password: nelsontree
• At checkout, you can select:
“Check out with credit card” or
“Check out with payroll deduction”
ONCE YOU PLACE YOUR ORDER, THE OPTION
FOR PAYMENT CANNOT BE CHANGED!
Employees who use payroll deduction will
need to provide their 10-digit employee ID
number, which can be found
on a check stub.
• You will next be asked to complete the SHIP
TO address. This should be a safe, secure
location to have merchandise delivered.
Nelson Tree Service is not responsible for
lost or stolen items.

If you have any questions about this website,
or would prefer to call your order in, please feel
free to call Arborwear directly at 888-578-8733.
Additionally, if you experience any problems with
your shipment, please call Arborwear directly.

Limited Time Only!

Full back
printed
sweatshirts!

SHOP ALL PRODUCTS ON THE
NELSON WEBSTORE!
webstore: nelson.arborwear.com
password: nelsontree
PAY BY PAYROLL DEDUCTION IS AVAILABLE!

nelsontree.com 11

3300 Office Park Drive
Dayton, Ohio 45439

DOT Inspection Incentive Programs

One area of safety that is a concern for our company is
the proper inspection and maintenance of our trucks and
equipment. It is important to have safe functioning vehicles
for both our employees and the public with whom we share
the roadway.
The Department of Transportation (DOT) remains vigorous
in their efforts to identify and remove unsafe vehicles from
the roadways, track companies’ history regarding citations,
and scores us in several categories. This scoring system
has not gone unnoticed by our customers. It is important
that we maintain good DOT safety scores!
In an effort to address these concerns, Nelson Tree
Service will be instituting a new incentive program intended
to reward drivers and their General Foreperson (GF) for
properly maintaining equipment and for addressing issues
found during daily vehicle inspections.
Under this new policy, $150 in bonus money will be given
to a driver and their GF whenever a roadside inspection by
a DOT officer is found to have no defects.

When a driver receives a roadside inspection, they must
provide the inspection form to their GF to be recorded in the
Dayton office regardless of whether the report is good or
bad. The GF will now also email a scanned copy of a clean
inspection report to Kevin Forgue (kevin@nelsontree.com),
who will start the reward process. Employees should see
the bonus in their paychecks in approximately two weeks.
We’re hopeful the program will result in better pre-trip
inspections that improve the safety aspect of our trucks
and equipment for all our drivers.
The DOT Inspection Award Program will be initiated under
a trial basis for the next six months. An evaluation will
be made mid-year to determine whether it brings about
the expected benefits. Program success will be greatly
dependent on the type of participation of drivers and
their GFs.

